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1. Introduction and notations. In the classical class field theory, the
isomorphism theorem is proved by using Tate’s cohomology and TateNakayama theorem [1], and similar methods are used to prove the isomorphism theorem of higher dimensional class field theory (cf. [2], [3] and [4]),
Especially, the proof of the isomorphism theorem of class field theory of two
dimensional local fields, as given in [2], looks like the classical one by using
generalized Tate-Nakayama theorem and modified hypercohomology, which
is a very satisfactory generalization of Tate’s cohomology.
For higher dimensional class field theory, further generalization of
Tate-Nakayama theorem seems to be of great interest. This was partially
achieved in [2], where this theorem was proved for two-term complexes. The
aim of this paper is to prove it for arbitrary bounded complexes.
Unless the contrary is explicitly stated, we shall employ the following
notation and convention throughout this paper" all groups are finite and all
a
complexes are bounded. Let G be a group and M.a G-module. We denote M
by/(G, M), which is viewed as a functor. We shall freely use the standard
notations on complexes and objects in derived categories as in [2], [3] and [4].
For example, for a complex A" and an integer m, we define a new complex
A’[m] by (A[m])
Aq+m.
2. The generalized Tate-Nakayama theorem. As a preparation, we
recall the definition and basic properties of modified hypercohomology.
Consider an exact sequence

=

__, X-_, X-_ X_, X__ X

- - -- -

__

such that
n
(1) Each term X is a free Z[G]-module with a finite basis.
(2) The sequence

-

X

X

X

Z--* 0

is a projective resolution of the G-module Z with trivial action.
Such an exact sequence is called a complete resolution of G.
It is a well-known fact that for any G-module M, the cohomology
groups of the complex:

,
-

,

Hom(X M) --, Hom(X M)

Hom(X

-, M)

--,

coincides with Tate’s cohomology groups.
Note that in the definitions of usual hypercohomology, we consider the
double complex @ yi, such that
>o

y, Homv(X- A)
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where the sign rule of the differentials is suitably determined. We shall
denote the cohomology groups of the single complex associated to this complex
by /*(G, A’). This will be called modified hypercohomology of G
with coefficient A’. Note that abelian groups /q(G, A’) are uniquely determined by a complex of G-modules A" up to isomorphisms, which are independent of a choice of complete resolutions of G.
Proposition 1 (Prop. 1.2. of [2]). Let A" be a bounded complex of
0 for any positive integer q. Then we have
G-modules such that A

Y’J

_

/2/o (G, A’)

(1)

where the homomorphism

o
Coker (wo (A.)_ H (G. A’)),

Na is the norm map of hypercohomology of groups.

1, the q-th modified hypercohomology groups coincides
with the usual q-th hypercohomology of groups.
Theorem 2 (Thm. 1.3 of [2]). For a triangle of complexes of G-module

(2) For any integer q

A’-* B’-* C’-* A’[1],
there is a long exact sequence of modified hypercohomologies as follows"
’’-/7/q(G, A’)--*/7/q (G, B’)--/7/q(G, C’)--*/+(G, A’)--*
Lemma 3. For any bounded complex of G-modules A’, one can find

A,
(1)
(2)

and

A*

".

complex

such that

/+(G, A,’)
/-(G, A*’)

/(G, A’)
/(G, A’).

,

Proof We have only to prove (1), as (2) can be proved similarly by
taking dual. We define the complex B" by B q= ZIG] @A where the
q
action of G on each term B is defined as follows"
v(a

a)

va ( va (a, v

A).

G, a

So we have the natural morphism of complexes of G-module B’--*A" and
distinguished triangle

B’--* A"

(3.1)

C"

--

C’--* B’[1],

is the mapping cone of the above morphism. Now we set A,
C’[1]. Since the group G is finite and Z[G] is a free G-module of finite
Z[G] ( :q(A) for any integer q. As is well-known,
rank, we have U(B’)
gq(A)are
G-modules Z[G] (
cohomologically trivial. Therefore, from the
hypercohomology spectral sequence, we see that/(G, B’) for every integer
q. Noting Theorem 2 and distinguished triangle (3.1), we have /-q+

where

(G, A,’) =/(G, A’).

Q.E.D.

We call a complex of G-modules A" cohomologically trivial if

/-]rq(H, A’)= 0
complex A" is a

for every integer q and every subgroup H of G. When a
usual G-module, this definition is compatible with the clas-

sical definition.
The next proposition is a generalization of the "twin number criterion"

(cf. [6], Chap. V, {}2, Theorem. 31).
Proposition 4 (Generalized twin number criterion). Let G be a finite
group and A" a bounded complex of G-modules. Then the following are equivalent:
(1) For every p-Sylow subgroup G, them exist two consecutive integers i, i + 1
such that

(G, A’)

+(G, A’)

0.
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(2) A" is cohomologically trivial.
Proof. (2)==> (1) is qtrivial. So we have only to prove (1)==> (2).
First we assume A
0 for any positive integer q. We shall prove the
proposition by induction on the order of Gp. If the order of Gp is 1, the
proposition is clear. Let n be the order of
And we assume that the proposition holds for all groups of order less than n. By an elementary property
of finite p-groups, we can find a normal subgroup N( G) of
such that
is
IX,
cyclic
to
Chap.
Cot.
1,
Th6oreme
(cf. [5],
1).
G/N
Noting that

G.

G

H (G, A’)

H (G/N, RF(N, A’))

and the hypercohomology spectral sequence

H(G/N, g(RF(N, A’))) H+(G/N, RF(N, A’)),
HP(G, A’) Hq(G/N, H(N, A’)),

we have the following isomorphism

(4.1)

for q _> 0. Here we use the fact that g(RF(N, A’))
H(N, A’) and the
consequence of the assumption of induction, which states that Hq(N, A’)
0 for every integer q.
By the assumptions of the proposition and (4.1), we see

I(G/N, H(N, A’))
Since
group

G/N

]+(G/N, H(N, A’))

O.

is cyclic, we have from the periodicity of Tate’s cohomology

[-2(G/N, H(N, A’))

(4.2)

0

for every integer q. But by (4.1) and (4.2), we can deduce that/-(G, A’)
0 for every integer q 0 and every subgroup H. Note that we use Proposition 1 and the assumption on A’.
") --O. Recall that we have assumed
Next we shall show
Aq 0 for q 0. By (4.1) and Proposition 1, for any a H(Gp, A’) there
H(N, A’) such that a gGp/g(b). But from the assumption of
exists b
H(N, A’) there is c g(A’) such that
induction we see that for any b
A’)there exists c
c--Nn(b). Thus we see that for any a
g(A’) such that a Nap(c). Hence, by Proposition 1 we can deduce

I(G,A

H(G,

/(G, A’)

0.
Now we must prove that [-Iq(H, A’)
0 for every integer q 0 and
every subgroup H of G. But this can be reduced to the case
(H, $) by
Lemma 3.
For a general bounded complex A’, there is an integer m such that for
every q ) m, A
0. So we have only to prove that A" [m] is cohomologicalQ.E.D.
ly trivial. But this was already achieved above.
Remark. In [2] this "twin number criterion" (see [2], 2, Lemma 2.2.)
was proved for only two-term complexes of G-modules, which all terms are
zero except 0-th and (-- 1)-th term. We have proved this criterion by using
the hypercohomology spectral sequence, and the fact that the complexes considered are two-term. For more details and an alternative proof, see[2], 2,
Lemma 2.2.

Corollary 5.

Let A" and

B"

be bounded complexes

of G-modules and f"

be
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a morphism

from

p-Sylow subgroup
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the complex A" to the complex B’. Assume that
there is an integer ip such that
q
A’)
")

-

Gp

f" ITI’" (G,

is surjective,

for every

I (G, B

f,,+x./q+x (G, A’) /#+(G, B’)
is bijective, and

fi+z. ,+Z(G, A’) --*/q’+Z(G, B’)
is injective.

Then,

for every integer q

and every subgroup H

of G

f* I (H, n’) ---, I (H, B’)

is an isomorphism.

Proof We have the

following distinguished triangle:

A"
where

B’ C(f’)

A’[1],

C(f’)

From

is the mapping cone of f’.
this triangle we have the following long exact sequence:

"-*/"(G, A’) --*/"(G, B’) --/"(G, C(f’))
[-Iq+(G, A’) ----, [I"+X(a, B’) 13"+(G, C(f’))
lq+(Vp, A’) I21’+(G, B’) ff+Z(V, C(f’))

(5.1)

-

-

",

for every p. By the assumptions of the corollary and the above exact sequence, we see

I(V,

C(f’))

I21’+(G,

C(f’)) 0
[-I(H, C(f’)) 0 for

for every p. We can easily deduce
every integer q
and every subgroup H of G by Proposition 4. Noting exact sequence (5.1)
Q.E.D.
and this fact, we have our assertion.
The next theorem which seems to be a satisfactory generalization of the
Tate-Nakayama theorem, is the main result of this paper.
Theorem 6 (Generalized Tate-Nakayama theorem). Let G be a finite

group, A" a bounded complex of G-modules. Let a be an element of [-I (G, A’).
Assume that for each p-Sytow subgroup G of G:
(1)/(G, A’) 0.
(2) I2(Gp, A’) is generated by the element Resume(a) whose order is equal to
Then,

for every

-

integer q and every subgroup

i-z(H, Z)

H of G,

we have

(H, A’).

Proof By the cup-product pairing, we have the following
/ (H, Z) /2 (H, A’) ---,/:/+z (H, A’).
On the other hand, from Lemma 3, we can construct a complex
/ (H, i’) -/+z (H, A’).

bilinear map:

I"

such that

Since the above isomorphism is, as is well-known, the composition of connecting homomorphisms of cohomology, it is commutative with the cupproducts. Therefore it is sufficient to show that/(H, Z) =/(H, I’).
Take an element b
I’) corresponding to the element
(a), which induces the morphism of complexes from Z to I" in an

/-(G,

Resvm
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obvious fashion. From assumption (2) of the theorem, this morphism induces
an isomorphism between /(Gp, Z) and /-(Gp, I’). From assumption (1),
I’)is surjective.
Z)to
we see that the morphism from
Since
(G, Z) 0, we can always deduce that the morphism from (G,
Z) to/(Gp, I’) is injective.
Q.E.D.
Noting Corollary 5, we have the theorem.

/-I(G,

/-I(G,
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